
ID Review Item Comments Reference
A1 * Table of Contents is accurate and internally-linked. TOC does not appear to be internally linked. ✔ -- for use in column B

A2 ✔ * Document has no broken links. ❌ -- for use in column B

A3 ✔ * Document has no text or image placeholders.
A4 ✔ * Charts, tables, and maps are legible and properly annotated.
A5 ✔ * Document passes an accessible check.
A6 ✔ * New federal emphasis areas from the Bipartisan 

Infrastructure Law (BIL) are referenced. 
https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-
programs/transportation-planning/2021-planning-
emphasis-areas

A7 ✔ * Document is available in relevant languages per the MPO's 
Title VI Plan.

A8 ✔ * List of MPO members is current.
A9 * Signatory sheet is included and accurate. Plesae ensure signatory sheet is included in final version. 

A10 ✔ * Acronyms and partner agency lists are up to date.

ID Review Item Comments Reference
B1 ✔ * UPWP is comprehensible to the general public.
B2 ✔ * UPWP refers directly to vision, goals, and objectives from 

RTP.
B3 ✔ * UPWP Amendment/Adjustment procedures are explicit and 

align with latest federal guidance (see MAPRA materials)
B4 ✔ Governing MOUs between MassDOT, MPO, RTAs, and 

neighboring MPOs have been reviewed for potential 
improvements or updates.

B5 ✔ Planning efforts are coordinated with MassDOT modal plans. https://www.mass.gov/statewide-plans

ID Review Item Comments Reference
C1 ✔ * Individual tasks include detailed scopes, budgets, and 

schedules.
Page 3-21 indicates that the TE task includes the development of the Coordinated Public Transit–Human Services Transportation Plan, but this is 
not described as part of the task description. More detail in the description as to how it involves this Plan would be valuable. 

C2 ✔ * Individual tasks outline community beneficiaries.
C3 ✔ Transit-related tasks are specific.
C4 ✔ * Includes a task on performance-based planning.
C5 ✔ * Includes a task for an update to any congestion mitigation 

planning efforts.
C6 ✔ * UPWP includes a summary of available staff hours.
C7 ✔ Individual tasks anticipate needed staff-hours / consulting 

resources.
C8 ✔ Tasks from previous UPWPs have been analyzed for past 

utilization.

ID Review Item Comments Reference
D1 ✔ * UPWP includes a geographic equity distribution table 

showing 2017–2021 and current UPWP-funded studies by 
municipality and number of tasks.

On page D-2, in the narrative, it would be valuable to assess the results of the social and geographic equity analyses disaplyed as part of Tables 
D-1 and D-2 and describe any takeaways from these analyses for future outreach and programming. 

D2 ✔ * UPWP includes a social equity distribution table of past and 
current UPWP-funded studies considering language access 
and EJ populations.

D3 ✔ * Public involvement and comment are explicitly documented 
and in line with MPO's Public Participation Plan.

* indicates required by state or federal regulation.

MPO Liaison UPWP Review Checklist

Narrative

UPWP Tasks

Impacts Analysis

Completeness
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Wednesday, August 10, 2022 

Boston Region MPO Board 

10 Park Plaza, Suite 2150 

Boston, MA 02116 

Re: Comment letter on Federal Fiscal Year 2022-2023 Unified Planning and Work Program 

 

Dear members of the Boston Region Metropolitan Planning Organization Board: 

The members of the Regional Transportation Advisory Council (the Advisory Council) offer the following 

comments on this year’s Unified Planning and Work Program (UPWP). 

Development of this year’s UPWP 

The Advisory Council believes that the process to develop this year’s UPWP was less transparent than in 

previous years. In our initial review earlier in the UPWP process, several of the proposed discreet studies did 

not have clear goals and objectives or appeared to be composed of different discreet ideas that were only 

partially related to each other. MPO staff modified the study descriptions since then. While these modifications 

improve our understanding of the intent of the discreet studies, we were left unclear with how those decisions 

were made. 

Ongoing priorities 

In addition, we have concerns with the lack of discreet studies that assist with the MPO’s transit modernization 

and climate resilience programs. We are concerned that there seemingly are few projects in development for 

the transit modernization program. A discreet study this federal fiscal year that would assist in identifying 

potential projects for MPO funding would be well timed. In the development of the previous UPWP for federal 

fiscal years 2021 and 2022, we noted that the previous UPWP did not have any discreet studies to look at 

climate resilience and that MPO board and staff look to brainstorm ideas on how to address the issues and 

problems that come with climate change. 

Additional suggestions 

The Advisory Council appreciate that MPO staff have created a document that allows people to understand the 

long-term outcomes of several years of the UPWP. This is most evident in the appendix table C-2 that shows 

the number of studies in each fiscal year that address the goals in the regional long-range transportation plan. 

We would like to suggest that the MPO show additional information about inputs and outcomes. For inputs, this 

would include information like dollar amounts for each category. For outcomes, this would include information 

such as total number of work products – memos, reports, presentations. 

Thank you very much for your attention to our comments and suggestions. 

On behalf of the members of the Advisory Council, 

 

Len Diggins, Chair 

cc:  Members of the 3C Committee of the Advisory Council 

Andrew Reker, City of Cambridge 

Ana Cristina Fragoso, American Council of Engineering Companies 

John McQueen, Walk Boston 

John Seward, MoveMass 

Len Diggins, Regional Transportation Advisory Council, Chair 

Schuyler Larrabee, Boston Society of Architects 
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